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Today is the First Sunday of Advent and we have come around to the 

beginning of a new year in the church calendar cycle. Someone wiser 

then I once described it as like a journey along a car-spring. We come 

around to the same place, but not to the same space or time. 

Humans experience time in a singular direction of calendar and 

clock. This is helpful, for it keeps everything from happening all at 

once. In God’s kairos time, past and future are woven together, the 

now/not-yet and reshapes expectations. 

 

The enchanted moments at dusk and at dawn, what the Celts call 

twilight time, the time between the times, when the veil between 

this world and the world beyond us is thin and connections are 

made. The church exists to remind us that we live in the time 

between times, with the apocalypse and what is coming. The 

“already” of God’s Kingdom come near and the “not yet” of Advent.  

It is a time of quiet expectation and preparation.  
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Jeremiah and Jesus stand in the streets of Jerusalem six hundred 

years apart and announce its pending destruction and both are 

brought to tears. As Abraham Hershel said, a prophet “…is a person 

who knows what time it is.” Jeremiah knew full well that it was dusk 

for Jerusalem and time for the people to realize that hope and trust 

in their own actions-making alliances, fervor, zeal and the false 

dreams of sunnier prophets were going to fail against the gathering 

dark. He spent 29 chapters telling the people and the kings just this. 

Now he takes four chapters talks of the dawn, when a generation of 

world wakes up with a new king who will “execute justice and 

righteousness” and “Judah will be saved and Jerusalem will live in 

safety. And this is the name by which it will be called: "The LORD is 

our righteousness." 

 

Luke also has Jesus in the role of a prophet, who also knows what 

time it is, as he speaks in prophetic language. Jesus’ audience knew 

apocalyptic language, the form had proliferated during this time. 

Israel was an occupied, oppressed and dispirited people who were 

feeling victimized and on the wrong side of history, they were fine 

with envisioning the end times. Jerusalem has faced destruction 

many more times than the two we are speaking of here. This 

destruction and exile are in historical memory. Scripture is not telling 
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history here but is redirecting the prophet’s words to all times and 

places giving us the refrain of Advent; whatever trauma is 

experienced is not permanent nor ultimate, “your redemption is 

drawing near.” 

 

We can believe that the current times are unique and that this time 

the end is near, there are even those, who call themselves Christian, 

who are trying to hurry God up and bring the end times on, 

forgetting, as Luke says in Acts, "It is not for you to know times or 

seasons that the Father has fixed by His own authority. (Acts 1:7). 

Jeremiah’s answer is “The days are surely coming, says the LORD, 

when I will fulfill the promise I made to the house of Israel and the 

house of Judah.” Devastation and exile are ever-contemporary 

realities that allow us entry into this holy moment of promise.  

 

"There will be signs in the sun, the moon, and the stars, and on the 

earth…” We are in our second major flood watch/warning of the 

month, not unlike November 1990, we have seen this before. There 

is a restlessness in the world as climate change affects more and 

more weather, the pandemic rages on, dominant cultures become 

afraid and claim victimhood and false prophets who promise simple, 

sunny answers, and safety, “…distress among nations confused by 
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the roaring of the sea and the waves. Doom and gloom sells soap and 

medicines.  

 

People will faint from fear and foreboding of what is coming upon 

the world…. our hearts weighed down with dissipation and 

drunkenness and the worries of this life, be on guard so that day 

doesn’t catch you unexpectedly, like a trap. Pushed and pulled and 

lulled by all the different varieties of media that we subject ourselves 

to the prophets work to startle us into wakefulness “Stand up!” 

“Raise your heads!” “Look!” “Be alert!” A summons to a larger life in 

a world that that denies any possibility outside of itself. Psalm 25 

calls us to reflect on the past but more important to look to God’s 

faithfulness, grace and teaching, pay attention and know what time 

is. “Look at the fig tree and all the trees; as soon as they sprout 

leaves you can see for yourselves and know that summer is already 

near. So also, when you see these things taking place, you know that 

the kingdom of God is near.”  

 

Puzzling over these passages two thousand years after the 

resurrection and that destruction of Jerusalem, which seems like an 

ancient pagan act of brutality so long ago and far away and so many 

crises, both real and imagined have occurred since that the sack of 
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Jerusalem which seems is lost in time. But we are called to proclaim 

the Gospel in a world that, like the Jerusalem of Jeremiah’s and 

Jesus’ time, often refused the summons to service, peace and justice, 

to love God, neighbor and self. We have a duty to at least warn our 

contemporaries that to reject God’s invitation may well lead to 

disaster. In the meantime, we must learn and continue to practice 

patience. We never know when we might need it.  

 

Hanukkah begins, in that twilight time, at sundown tonight in a 

celebration, by the Jews, of the triumph by the light over the 

darkness, remembering that as each of the eight candles is lit the 

glow becomes brighter, but the light of each candle never 

diminishes, as it lights another. Symbolic of the spiritual light and 

love of God that lives in every human heart and in sharing that light 

one’s own light burns brighter.  The Advent wreath is a devotional 

symbol to carry us through this twilight time from darkness and to 

the light.  

 

So, light your candle for we find ourselves in Advent, in the “time 

between the times” when the veil between worlds grows thin and 

the holy calls to us from the world to come. It is both an evening 

time and a morning time, when we learn what we must relinquish 
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and to what we must open our hands, what is dying and what is 

being born. Leonard Beechy The Christian Century November 17, 2009 


